[Book] Digital Infrared Photography
Professional Techniques And Images
If you ally obsession such a referred digital infrared photography professional techniques and images
books that will come up with the money for you worth, get the entirely best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you desire to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions
collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections digital infrared photography professional techniques
and images that we will totally offer. It is not concerning the costs. Its practically what you obsession
currently. This digital infrared photography professional techniques and images, as one of the most full of life
sellers here will enormously be in the course of the best options to review.

Digital Infrared Photography-Patrick Rice
2004-11 Presenting advances in infrared
photography, which has long been an artful
alternative to traditional color or black-and-white
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

photography, this guide provides tips for creating
vivid infrared prints. Previsualizing the effects of
infrared light on a subject, successfully using
Adobe Photoshop to heighten the effects of
infrared images, and creative toning and framing
strategies are discussed. The savings from
shooting digitally and using imaging programs
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during development are also detailed. Beforeand-after photographs paired with instructive
text provide a visual approach to this ethereal
photography form.

Complete Guide to Digital Infrared
Photography-Joe Farace 2006-10 Cameras can
capture what the eye can’t perceive: the
presence of infrared light. And shooting infrared
(IR) with a digital camera makes it easier than
ever to create distinctively dreamlike, highcontrast black-and-white pictures. Using a wealth
of stunning images, this thorough resource
explores the technical and creative possibilities
of this unique and increasingly popular medium.
Get tips on focus and exposure; IR filters; and
having a camera converted to shoot specifically
in infrared. Follow instructions for processing
and printing the photos--including toner effects
and faux color. One glance through this guide
and it’s clear why infrared pictures are fun to
take and beautiful to look at.
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Infrared Photography-Laurie Klein 2020-08-04
Learn to harness and capture infrared
wavelengths with an infrared-converted digital
camera. The authors teach you how those
invisible light wavelengths will be recorded incamera and the steps you’ll need to take to
ensure the best-possible photographs. You’ll
study myriad images that show how various
materials—from skin, hair, and eyes to the sky,
trees, grasses, and clouds—will appear in your
images and learn to predict the way that the
colors and tones you perceive with your naked
eyes will be rendered in-camera. You will
discover compositional techniques that will
visually engage your audience. Finally, you’ll
learn how to use artistic applications to add
selective color to your black & white infrared
images, how to create dramatic color infrared
photographs that take infrared capture to a
whole new level, and how to edit your images in
postproduction for enhanced contrast and superb
detail.
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Infrared Photography-Laurie Klein 2020-08-15
Learn to harness and capture infrared
wavelengths with an infrared-converted digital
camera. The authors teach you how those
invisible light wavelengths will be recorded incamera and the steps you'll need to take to
ensure the best-possible photographs. You'll
study myriad images that show how various
materials--from skin, hair, and eyes to the sky,
trees, grasses, and clouds--will appear in your
images and learn to predict the way that the
colors and tones you perceive with your naked
eyes will be rendered in-camera. You will
discover compositional techniques that will
visually engage your audience. Finally, you'll
learn how to use artistic applications to add
selective color to your black & white infrared
images, how to create dramatic color infrared
photographs that take infrared capture to a
whole new level, and how to edit your images in
postproduction for enhanced contrast and superb
detail.
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Digital Infrared Photography-Deborah
Sandidge 2009-06-03

Digital Infrared Photography-Cyrill
Harnischmacher 2008 To record the "invisible
light " has always been an intriguing and
fascinating experiment. The infrared part of the
light spectrum is outside the range of what the
human eye can see, but with a digital camera, we
are able to record only this "invisible light " while
blocking the "visible " part. The results are often
unusual, yet beautiful, renderings of otherwise
fairly common scenes. Since as far back as the
1960 's artists have experimented with analog
infrared photography, as seen on the album
covers of Jimi Hendrix and Frank Zappa. But as
we enter the digital age, new equipment and
technology has opened up the exciting world of
infrared photography to all. This compact guide
to infrared photography shows the beauty of
infrared imagery, but also teaches how to shoot
these images with your digital camera. The book
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provides the basic theoretical background, some
information on cameras, filters and equipment,
and lots of guidance on how to do infrared
photography.This beautifully designed and
illustrated book is the perfect companion for the
aspiring photographer wanting to explore new
photographic territories.

techniques, camera requirements and camera
conversion, a useful appendix of resources and
equipment currently available and inspirational
image examples throughout. Digital Ultraviolet
and Infrared Photography is an essential read for
photographers using these tools either
professionally or creatively.

Digital Ultraviolet and Infrared
Photography-Adrian Davies 2017-10-03 Digital
Ultraviolet and Infrared Photography discusses
the growing number of applications of ultraviolet
and infrared photography. Scientific and
technical photographers, such as those engaged
in scientific, medical, forensic, and landscape and
wildlife photography routinely use ultraviolet and
infrared techniques, and these techniques are
growing in use in creative photography. This is
the first book to address the application and
potential for both ultraviolet and infrared
photography in both science and art. The author,
Adrian Davies, discusses the how-to of ultraviolet
and infrared digital recording with a dissection of

Professional Techniques for Black & White
Digital Photography-Patrick Rice 2005 Tips on
how to create technically correct and marketable
digital black-and-white photographs are offered
in this practical guidebook for both professional
and experienced amateur photographers, along
with advice on selecting the right camera,
professional digital effects and their applications,
and more. Original.
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Digital Photography Hacks-Derrick Story 2004
Presents a collection of tips on digital
photography and digital cameras, covering such
topics as digital camera attachments, nighttime
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photography, using a flash, using Adobe
Photoshop, and printing photographs.

Mastering Black and White Digital
Photography-Michael Freeman 2006 Black and
white has an enduring appeal that just keeps on
growing. Above all, it's a medium for the fine
print--one that benefits immeasurably from
digital technology and inkjet printers. Written by
a photographer well-known for his ability to
explain complex digital concepts to a variety of
audiences, this essential guide on the art of black
and white is packed with information, hints, and
tips, along with a plethora of stunning images.
Discover how our colorful world translates into
black and white and how to create a stunning
monotone image. See how to render colors as
gray tones and how to manipulate the tonality for
dramatic effect. Experiment with high contrast,
infrared, and pseudo non-silver looks. You won't
believe the wonderful results you'll achieve.
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Infrared Portrait Photography-Richard Beitzel
2000 Exploring the dynamic possibilities of
infrared portrait photography, this book presents
more than 50 black-and-white portraits and
explains how each one was created. Using both
traditional and conceptual poses and subjects,
the reader will discover what portrait
compositions photograph best in infrared, what
to expect from different compositions, and which
ones to avoid. It includes an explanation of the
difference between types and brands of film,
focusing techniques, and techniques for
customizing and displaying infrared portraits.
This guide also offers advice on selecting the
best equipment, film, and filters, and tips for
handling, processing, and printing sensitive
infrared film.

LED Lighting-Kirk Tuck 2012-01 Accessible for
professionals and hobbyists alike, this guide
helps photographers navigate the transition from
traditional flash and hot lights to light-emitting
diode (LED) lights, the hottest new trend in
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lighting technology. It demystifies the process of
choosing the right LED light for projects,
presents commonsense methods for using LEDs
and offers suggestions for achieving the perfect
lighting colour and balance. Includes examples of
how to use LEDs in still life images, portraits and
even moving pictures. The essential guide to the
biggest new trend in photography.

The Digital Photography Book-Scott Kelby
2013-08-19 Furnishes an overview of digital
photography, covering such topics as cameras,
exposure, lighting, shutter speed, depth of field,
and resolution--and tips on how to avoid hours of
photo-editing by taking great photographs the
first time.

Infrared Wedding Photography-Patrick Rice
2000 How to shoot dramatic wedding photos
with infrared film.
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Experimental Digital Photography-Rick Doble
2010 Presents a variety of methods to create
expressive and experimental images with digital
photography, covering such topics as shutter
speed, movement, lighting, white balance,
imagery, and editing images.

The Basic Book of Digital Photography-Tom
Grimm 2009-10-27 The ultimate, up-to-theminute digital photography handbook-from the
authors of the bestselling Basic Book of
Photography. The Basic Book of Digital
Photography is the definitive guide to the
expansive world of digital photography from two
of the field's most established authorities. The
Grimms' classic guide, The Basic Book of
Photography, has sold over 400,000 copies since
the first edition was published in 1974. Now they
are steering photographers through the new era
of digital imaging. This comprehensive handbook
covers how to compose the best shots with
cameras from point-and-shoot to the increasingly
popular SLR (single lens reflex) models-and even
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cell phone cameras- and takes readers through
the steps to improve, display, and preserve their
images. The guide includes over 400 photos and
illustrations, an extensive glossary and addresses
everything from choosing a digital camera to
storing files and printing photos. An
indispensable accessory for amateur shutterbugs
or dedicated professionals, this is the one
handbook no digital photographer will want to do
without.

Joe Farace's Glamour Photography-Joe Farace
2010-07 Using minimal equipment and
maximizing opportunities, this informative
reference demonstrates how to shoot glamour
portraits in any available light situation. Working
with both professional models as well as
amateurs and using no more equipment than the
basics, this guide provides instruction for
creating easy-to-build modifiers, addressing a
model’s figure and appearance concerns,
harnessing natural light, and adapting to any
location or backdrop. Beginning and established
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

shutterbugs looking to diversify their work and
professional photographers seeking fresh ideas
and techniques will find an abundance of
information in this guide.

The Portrait Photography Course-Mark
Jenkinson 2011-04-28 The ability to create an
effective portrait is probably the single most
important skill any aspiring photographer must
master. Few professional photographers,
whatever their area of specialization, can hope to
have a successful career without ever being
called upon to create a likeness of another
person. The Portrait Photography Course is
designed to build a student photographer's
experience and get him or her started on a
rewarding career. Detailed tutorials cover every
aspect of studio and location work, from
composition and psychology to complex lighting
schemes, equipment options, and digital
retouching. Portfolios of exemplary images
showcase individual photographers' work and
demonstrate techniques explored in the tutorials,
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while interviews with top portrait photographers
shed insight into their methodologies and
philosophies. Presented and written by a leading
portrait photographer, this book is an
indispensable guide to taking professional
pictures.¿

can change the entire look of your photos, and
techniques for using lens tilt for focus control
and close-up working. Stunning examples show
the use of tilt and shift lenses across a range of
available focal lengths, both tripod-mounted and
handheld.

Photography with Tilt and Shift Lenses-Keith
Cooper 2020-11-23 Tilt and shift lenses offer
tremendous creative possibilities for users of
digital SLR and mirrorless cameras. This
practical book explains the techniques that will
help you take better photos - photos that don't
distort or lose focus. Assessing the benefits and
pitfalls of a range of lenses, adapters, software
and editing techniques, it guides you through the
practicalities of working with these lenses and
gives you the skills to use them to best effect.
With stunning examples throughout, this book
gives an overview of the different lenses
available, and tips on how adapters can give
tilt/shift options when using old medium-format
lenses. It gives advice on how simple lens shift

Digital SLR Cameras and Photography For
Dummies-David D. Busch 2009-07-30
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Minimalist Lighting-Kirk Tuck 2009-04-01
Photographers learn how to create amazing
photography with this simple, basic, moneysaving approach to working in the studio. While
exploring available lighting and equipment, this
reference tackles the concerns of studio
photographers regarding too much gear, not
enough space, and a strict budget and offers
alternative techniques for photographing
subjects. Tips for how to set up a studio in a
limited amount of space, what kind of equipment
works best for different effects, and finding great
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tools for budget prices make this a truly
comprehensive reference.

Applied Infrared Photography- 1972

Tao of Photography-Philippe L. Gross
2012-08-01 This provocative, visually stunning
volume draws upon Taoist teachings to explore
the creative and spiritual dimensions of the art of
photography. Excerpts from the Taoist classic the
Chuang-tzu and the writings of Western
aesthetes are complemented by over 60
photographs from the work of such canonical
photographers as Henri Cartier-Bresson, Alfred
Stieglitz, and Dorothea Lange. Lucid
instructional text and enlightening exercises
assure that photographers of all levels will be
able to incorporate the lessons of the Tao into
their own work.

Photographing the Female Form with Digital
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

Infrared-Laurie Klein 2014-07-08 Photographing
female nudes is about more than just the body.
For Laurie Klein, it is about capturing the
feminine spirit. Laurie’s creative medium is
nature. The landscape plays as much of a role in
her photos as does the model. Laurie's unique
way of using infrared photography, and the
caring, personal way she captures her subject's
innermost emotions becomes a transformational
experience for both photographer and client. In
this book, Klein details her techniques and her
inspirations in creating these unforgettable
images. Shooting nudes in nature is complex. The
photographer needs to know when to start with
the model and arrange nature around them or
see something in nature and treat the model as
part of the nature. Klein gives many ideas for
posing models in relationship to nature and the
landscape. She masterfully uses infrared
photography to capture the beauty of the
surroundings and the female form. Each photo in
the book is accompanied by details of the
location or setting, camera settings, composition
concepts and insight into the idea and execution
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of the shot. Part of what makes Klein’s photos so
unique and vibrant is that she develops a trusting
environment that allows the subject to give
themselves over completely to a transcendent
photographic experience. Out of this usually
comes a series of fine art portraits or a
substantial book for them to enjoy, share and
pass on through the generations. Using the body
as a landscape, Klein crafts unique and
sometimes abstract images that emphasize the
beauty of the female form in different ways.
Sometimes the simplicity of the image is the
beauty of it. The infrared photography format
provides striking contrasts between the skin
tones and the natural surroundings. Tips are
given for choosing unique locations that can
work best for creating artful images like the ones
in the book. Being able to improvise and set-up a
shoot when discovering a unique setting or
lighting scenario can be the key to crafting a
stunning portrait. Sometimes the unexpected can
occur and a prepared and creative photographer
can turn that into a magical moment captured in
infrared. Klein is recognized for her signature
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

infrared photography style. This book provides in
insight into her creative process.

Digital Portrait Photography of Teens and
Seniors-Patrick Rice 2005-07-01 Divided into
two parts, this guide shows studio owners and
photographers how to increase visibility,
creativity, and financial rewards in the teen and
senior portrait market. The first section is
focused on technical mastery, gives tips on how
to refine one's technique and remain competitive
and providing advice on selecting the
appropriate digital equipment and added artistic
elements like indoor and outdoor sets,
storytelling props, and fashionable backgrounds.
The second section is devoted to successful
marketing techniques that are low-cost and have
a big impact, such as maintaining an Internet
presence, offering special promotions, and
producing direct-mail marketing pieces.
Numerous marketing pieces from top studios are
included as reference points.
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Understanding Exposure-Bryan Peterson 2010
Now refreshed with current technologies and
terms, and more than 25 percent new images and
an all-new chapter, this bestselling guide shows
readers how to shoot great photographs with any
type of camera.

The Photographer's Guide to Filters-Lee
Frost 2002-05-15 This guide to using filters in
photography covers colour and black and white
film. Beginners can learn what filters are
available and how to use them successfully. More
experienced photographers will find this book a
source of true inspiration.

Crime Scene Photography-Edward M.
Robinson 2010-02-03 Crime Scene Photography
is a book wrought from years of experience, with
material carefully selected for ease of use and
effectiveness in training, and field tested by the
author in his role as a Forensic Services
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

Supervisor for the Baltimore County Police
Department. While there are many books on nonforensic photography, none of them adequately
adapt standard image-taking to crime scene
photography. The forensic photographer, or more
specifically the crime scene photographer, must
know how to create an acceptable image that is
capable of withstanding challenges in court. This
book blends the practical functions of crime
scene processing with theories of photography to
guide the reader in acquiring the skills,
knowledge and ability to render reliable
evidence. Required reading by the IAI Crime
Scene Certification Board for all levels of
certification Contains over 500 photographs
Covers the concepts and principles of
photography as well as the "how to" of creating a
final product Includes end-of-chapter exercises

A Day in the Life of the American WomanSharon J. Wohlmuth 2005 Fifty photographers
chronicle moments in the lives of a wide diversity
of American women--their daily lives, challenges,
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and roles in society--in a compilation
accompanied by essay-length personal profiles,
narrative captions, and quotations.

Lighting for Product Photography-Allison
Earnest 2019-06-15 In the Internet age, shoppers
often don't have the advantage of touching or
feeling an item in order to make a logical buying
decision regarding. The same is true on menus;
we have to decide whether or not to order that
fancy drink or dessert based on a photograph of
it. This makes the job of photographers more
important than ever--without the right photos,
even the best product won't sell in today's
marketplace! In this book, photographer Allison
Earnest shows you how to design images to
contain all the information about color, depth,
shape, and texture that potential buyers will
need to evaluate the product using their eyes
alone--and how to entice viewers with scene
setups and lighting that set the right mood or
match the needs of a specific publication,
website, or advertising campaign.
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

Comprehensive text and detailed setup shots
make it easy to follow along and master the
principles of photographing any product
beautifully!

How to Take Great Digital Photos of Your
Friend's Wedding- 2007-02-01 Armed with a
digital camera, wedding attendees can create
snapshots of the their friend's big day with the
camera, lighting, posing, and composition skills
taught in this step-by-step manual. Beginning
with a discussion of digital capture basics and
how to ensure the best possible exposure by
selecting the appropriate ISO settings,
photographers learn how to create the setting
that produces the best results under any lighting
conditions. Posing is also covered so that, armed
with some general principles and strategies,
amateur photographers can greatly improve their
sense of portraiture. Sections on unusual
situations teach readers how to make the best of
mixed lighting conditions, flatter subjects, avoid
exposure problems, and use the flash indoors;
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while tips on using Adobe Photoshop Elements
help photographers give their photographs that
professional edge.

The Art of Infrared Photography-Joseph
Paduano 1998 Learn the techniques that produce
stunning black and white or color infrared
images, from selecting subjects, film, and filters
to focusing, hand coloring, and processing
infrared.

The Infrared Nude-Paul Moore 2015-02-23
Please note that this book contains artistic
images of the female nude and is recommended
for ADULTS only. In many ways this book came
into existence because of my earlier book,
"Experiments in Infrared." I included a few
unaltered images of people in that book to give
the reader an idea of what they could expect if
they photographed people in infrared. One
reader came to the conclusion that when
shooting infrared that people in the images
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

should be avoided, possibly because they looked
horrible. Of course people can look quite nice in
infrared (and horrible if you wish) depending
upon the vision and execution of the
photographer. So, to demonstrate that, I hired a
model and created the following images using an
infrared camera. All the images herein were
created with a pre-conceived notion of what I
wanted the images to look like, somewhat surreal
and dreamlike but without going to extremes. I
hope you enjoy the images.

Advanced Crime Scene PhotographyChristopher D Duncan 2015-01-15 The ability to
thoroughly and properly document a crime scene
through photography is a must for crime scene
investigators. Regardless of the time of day,
weather conditions, or confines in which a piece
of evidence is concealed, photographs must be
true and accurate. Capturing all the pertinent
information and evidence for use during an
investigati
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Photographer's Guide to the Sony DSC-RX10
IV-Alexander S. White 2017-11-29 This book is a
complete guide to the Sony Cyber-shot DSCRX10 IV camera. With this book, author
Alexander S. White provides users of the RX10 IV
with a manual covering all aspects of the
camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like
approach, the book shows beginning and
intermediate photographers how to accomplish
things with the RX10 IV, and explains when and
why to use the camera’s many features. The book
provides details about the camera’s shooting
modes as well as its menu options for shooting,
playback, setup, video, Wi-Fi, and special effects.
The book covers all features of the RX10 IV that
are new for this model, including its enhanced
focusing system with phase detection autofocus;
its ability to use a touch screen for focusing and
enlarging images in some situations; and a
variety of new or enhanced menu options. The
book includes more than 500 color photographs
that illustrate the camera’s controls, display
screens, and menus. The images include
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

photographs taken using the RX10 IV’s Scene
mode, with settings optimized for subjects such
as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and action
shots; and its Creative Style and Picture Effect
menu options, with settings that alter the
appearance of images. The book provides concise
introductions to topics such as street
photography and infrared photography, and
explains how to use the camera’s Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth features to transfer images to a
smartphone or tablet, to control the camera from
such a device, and to add location information to
images. The book includes a full discussion of the
video features of the RX10 IV, which can shoot
HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, with manual
control of exposure and focus during recording.
The book explains the camera’s numerous
features for professional-level videography,
including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment
of settings such as gamma curve, black level,
knee, and detail. The book describes steps for
recording 4K video to an external video recorder
using the “clean” video output from the camera’s
HDMI port. In three appendices, the book
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discusses accessories for the RX10 IV, including
cases, power sources, remote controls,
microphones and external flash units, and
includes a list of websites and other resources for
further information. The book includes an
appendix with “quick tips” on how to take
advantage of the camera’s features in the most
efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX10 IV
includes a detailed index, so the reader can
quickly locate information about any particular
feature or aspect of the camera.

The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom CC Book
for Digital Photographers-Scott Kelby
2015-04-25 Since Lightroom 1.0 first launched,
Scott’s Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom
Book for Digital Photographers has been the
world’s #1 bestselling Lightroom book (it has
been translated into a dozen different
languages), and in this latest version for
Lightroom 6, Scott uses his same award-winning,
step-by-step, plain-English style and layout to
make learning Lightroom easy and fun. Scott
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images

doesn’t just show you which sliders do what
(every Lightroom book will do that). Instead, by
using the following three simple, yet brilliant,
techniques that make it just an incredible
learning tool, this book shows you how to create
your own photography workflow using
Lightroom: • Throughout the book, Scott shares
his own personal settings and studio-tested
techniques. Each year he trains thousands of
Lightroom users at his live seminars and through
that he’s learned what really works, what
doesn’t, and he tells you flat out which
techniques work best, which to avoid, and why. •
The entire book is laid out in a real workflow
order with everything step by step, so you can
begin using Lightroom like a pro from the start. •
What really sets this book apart is the last
chapter. This is where Scott dramatically
answers his #1 most-asked Lightroom question,
which is: “Exactly what order am I supposed to
do things in, and where does Photoshop fit in?”
You’ll see Scott’s entire start-to-finish Lightroom
6 workflow and learn how to incorporate it into
your own workflow. • Plus, this book includes a
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downloadable collection of some of the hottest
Lightroom Develop module presets to give you a
bunch of amazing effects with just one click!
Scott knows firsthand the challenges today’s
digital photographers are facing, and what they
want to learn next to make their workflow faster,
easier, and more fun. He has incorporated all of
that into this major update for Lightroom 6. It’s
the first and only book to bring the whole process
together in such a clear, concise, and visual way.
Plus, the book includes a special chapter on
integrating Adobe Photoshop seamlessly right
into your workflow, and you’ll learn some of
Scott’s latest Photoshop portrait retouching
techniques and special effects, which take this
book to a whole new level. There is no faster,
more straight to the point, or more fun way to
learn Lightroom than with this groundbreaking
book.

The Art and Business of High School Senior
Portrait Photography-Ellie Vayo 2002-09-01 A
profitable, efficient senior portrait studio is made
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possible with the help of the invaluable
information in this book. Whether revving up a
slow studio, branching into the teen and senior
market, or capitalizing on building a profitable
studio from the bottom up, photographers will
find all the how-to details in this updated edition.
Pricing strategies to ensure the business can stay
afloat even during slow times, how to craft
successful marketing and advertising campaigns
to get clients in the door, and the latest surefire
ways for using social networking to reach clients
are just some of the provided tips that help get a
studio noticed. Far more than a business book, it
also includes suggestions on creating images that
appeal to this age group, posing basics for seated
and standing portraits, and hints for how to
handle perceived flaws using corrective posing
and lighting techniques that make every subject
look his or her very best. This updated edition
features all-new images and captions, updated
information on technical tools, and plenty of new
ideas for maximizing the excitement level during
a clients’ portrait session.
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Mastering Infrared Photography- 2015-11-16
Karen Dorame teaches you what you need to
know to get started in color and black & white IR
capture, showing you how to test your camera for
its suitability to IR conversion, detailing the
process, and discussing the costs involved. You’ll
learn to select and use filters for enhanced
effects and will discover the way that various
lenses will impact the way your IR images are
rendered. Next, you’ll delve into the heart of the
matter—you’ll learn how to anticipate the way
the light will impact your imagery, how various
surfaces will be rendered in IR, and you will
discover special post-processing strategies
designed to maximize the impact of your IR
images. Finally, Dorame treats you to a look at
the boundary-pushing work being done by other
IR practitioners in the field, providing tips and
inspiration that will help you take your work to
the next level.

Conservation Documentation-Jeffrey Warda
2011 "Authored by the Digital Photographic
Documentation Task Force of the American
Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic
Works"--P. 11.

Professional Digital Techniques for Nude &
Glamour Photography-Bill Lemon 2006 Bill
Lemon analyses over 100 of his acclaimed
images, showing readers how to duplicate or
adapt each of his successful techniques. Sections
are devoted to evaluating lighting, modifying
light and making setup changes for a variety of
effects. Special tips for achieving an ideal digital
exposure are provided, as is a look at lens
selection. Lemon also demonstrates how to
identify locations that add to the overall appeal of
the image, select interesting props and choose
poses that visually enhance a model's assets and
help to create a particular mood.

The AIC Guide to Digital Photography and
digital-infrared-photography-professional-techniques-and-images
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